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OUTLINE
• Some news from fusion research in Germany
• H-He databases at FZJ, and applications
• Application to ITER divertor design
• Challenging the database:
application to linear plasma device PSI-2

First He and H Plasma in W7X

Courtesy: T. Klinger, IPP Greifswald, March 2018

(Dec. 15, and Feb.16, resp.)
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The island divertor concept
The equilibrium is important for a well-defined contact between the plasma and
the wall to ensure controlled heat and particle flux as well as reclycling.
This image cannot currently be displayed.
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Recent camera recordings
[by courtesy of C. Biedermann, G.
Kocsic]

Radial probe
manipulator plunge

Argon local gas puff imaging
filament structures at plasma decay
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First steps of modelling first W7X discharges
H/He mixtures?

W7X

anticipated edge plasma conditions
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Data status, He plasmas
e + He [1] T. Fujimoto 1997 JQSRT
[2] M. Goto
2002 JQSRT (Ralchenko: NIFS-DATA-59)
He+ + He
He++ + He

[3] Janev, Langer et al, Springer 1987,
[4] and https://www-amdis.iaea.org/
He + He++  He++ + He++

Done: revision of fits (asymptotics) in [3]
using other data available in [4]
(online: HYDHEL)
Tbd:

metastable n=2 He states CX:
no data found. Apply scaling
(n_eff ?) as for H ?
Quenching of triplet state?

Data status: H plasmas
Exp: Missing H radiation (and electron cooling)
in current edge models?

Similar findings on ASDEX-U (B2-EIRENE)
and on D-IIID
(OEDGE-EIRENE)

Pointing at a missing radiation (electron cooling) mechanism in EIRENE (A&M DATA)

Addition to database: H2 CR
electron cooling rates (www.eirene.de/amjuel)
H Radiation contributions from coupling to H, p, H2, H2+, H-, H3+:
Each line intensity:
I = a1 * nH + a2 * np + a3 * nH2 + a4 * nH2+ + a5 * nH3+ + a6 * nHCR red. pop. coeff, corresponds to line emission coefficients, split by
a3(ne,Te)

a4(ne,Te)

a5(ne,Te)
a6(ne,Te)
Added: radiation loss from molecular transitions,
H3+, but: issue still unresolved…

H - H2 - H- - H2+ - H3+ database:
4 levels in use (all: see www.hydkin.de)
a) Corona:

Janev Langer 1987, + asymptotics from AMDIS ⟨𝜎

(www.hydkin.de/hydhel)

𝑣⟩ (𝐸H2, 𝑇)

b) CR external: Sawada, Greenland, Janev, Wünderlich et al ⟨𝜎 𝑣⟩ (n, 𝑇)
taken at EH2 = 0.1 eV (www.hydkin.de/amjuel)
c) CR embedded: full CR code embedded into EIRENE transport solver based
same A&M data, retains all parameter dependencies

⟨𝜎 𝑣⟩ (ne, ni, Te, Ti, EH2) (status: www.eirene.de)

d) Cross section repository: (www.hydkin.de/H,H2,...)
used to extend, verify, visualize, condense,

raw data
2004 -- ……(ongoing)
Spectral (time scale) analysis

HYDKIN
database
toolbox

Public exposure of data
Sensitivity analysis

Interface
EIRENE
3D Monte Carlo
kinetic transport
KSTAR, TEXTOR, JET,
ASDEX, DIII-D, LHD, W7X,…
JT-60, LHD, …..

ITER
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Cross section repository: Examples:
Sec 2.1 : Collision Processes of Hydrogen atoms with
electrons

Electron impact excitation
Issue solved, (see last
RCP meeting)

Examples:
Sec. 2.2 : Collision Processes of Hydrogen atoms with
protons

Focus: CX on excited states,
high energy asymptotes (NBI)

Examples:
Sec. 3 : Collision Processes of H- Ions
Mutual neutralization to excited states
Issues: excited H states from H- + H2+
(MAR via H- channel: e + H2(v)  H + H- ) (D. Wünderlich, Eerden et al, PRA 1995)

At high E (>1e4 eV): p+H-  H(1s) + H(1s)

Examples:
Sec. 4 : Collision Processes of Electrons with
Hydrogen Molecules
v –v’ by e,p impact
still scanty ?

Competition: Dissociative attachment via
H2- ground and Rydberg states
 kinetic isotope effects
(if rate is large compared to competitors)
Via X2Σu

Via 22Σg

v=0,1,2 initial state: process via Rydberg states larger, but very small rates

Examples
Sec.5 : Collision Processes of Protons with
Hydrogen Molecules
Important precursor for MAR channel (molecular activated recombination)
Initial v state resolved ion conversion: Unclear for v>5

ITER, 500 MW fusion power, ne, Te
Plasma density
cm-3, log scale

Electron temperature
eV, lin. scale
1014

PFUS = 500 MW
PHe = 100 MW
PIN = 50 MW
ne core:
≈1014

1013

500

T core:
20-25 keV

300

100

1012
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Narrowing down on the divertor plasma
Electron thermalization time

 Electrons well thermalized in divertor
 no need for EEFD considerations there

Divertor plasma density
cm-3, log scale, 1012 -1014
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Divertor electron temperature
eV, lin. scale, 0 – 500 eV

Self sustained neutral gas cushion H, H2, H2+
Neutral H
density
Log color scale
1010—1013 cm-3

Neutral H2
density
Log color scale
1010—1013 cm-3

1013
1012
1011
1010

1012

H2+

ion density
Log color scale
109—1012 cm-3

1011

Scale: x 1/10
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1010 nH2+<< nH2  no significant H3+ formation
(competing electron collisions on H2+ are too
strong)
(Distinct from some linear plasma devices
operated at low ne/nH2 ratios)

ITER divertor detachment:
Plasma pressure gradient [Pa/m] provided by:
MAR < EIR < p+H (CX) < p+H2 (elastic) friction
100 Pa/m
MAR

EIR
0 Pa/m

-100 Pa/m
e+p  H + hʋ
e+p+e  H + e

p+H2(v)  H2+ + H
e+H2+  H + H

100 Pa/m
Elast.

CX

0 Pa/m

-100 Pa/m
p+HH+p
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p+H2 (v=0) - elastic

Competition between processes:
(outcome in fusion divertors is sometimes quite distinct
from that in linear plasma “divertor simulators”)
• p+ H2  H2++…, e + H2+  p + H + e “DE wins over DR”: …..e+H2+  H+H
• e+H2+  …fragments “wins over PR”: H2 + H2+  H3+ + H
(very low H2+, H3+ concentrations)
100
100
Plasma pressure
drop [Pa/m] due to

Plasma pressure
drop [Pa/m] due to

IC-DR
(MAR)

IC-DE
(MAD)
0

-100

0

-100

H2(v) vibrational kinetics is involved in a controlling way (resonance IC)
Isotopomeres? D+ + HD(v)  … vs. H+ + D2(v) … , and DT, T2 ?
unknown territory (in fusion edge plasma science) ?
Isotopomeres: Currently only
24simple scalings of cross sections with transition energies

H2 molecule, status in present
SOLPS-ITER code
More complete models are
available  identify „as simple
as possibel“ model for fusion plasma

initially compiled 1997

E [eV]
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H2 Triplet system

Courtesy: K. Sawada, Shinshu Univ. Jp.
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“Battle field” of hydrogen molecule:
Two-electronic, strongly coupled potential-surfaces of H3+
P. Krstic, ORNL, US

Proton impact of molecule

Processes with molecular ion
H + H 2+ ( v ) → H + H 2+ ( v ')

Charge transfer
Dissoc
Double ion

H + H 2+ ( v ) → p + H 2 ( v ')
H + H 2+ ( v ) → p + H + H

Exc. elec. vib.

Numerous other processes with molecules

Creation of H3+
H 2+ (v ') + H 2 (v) → H 3+ (v ") + H

H 3+ Series of interesting reactions:
DE, DR, branching ratios with electrons
D, DCT with H

• “Interplay” of transport and inelastic processes
• Rotational analysis is missing
26
• Isotopic constitution: D2,T2, HD, HT and DT, sensitive on vib. energy levels

“Battle field” of hydrogen molecule:
Two-electronic, strongly coupled potential-surfaces of H3+
P. Krstic, ORNL, US, talk @ IAEA, DCN, 2013

Proton impact of molecule

Processes with molecular ion
H + H 2+ ( v ) → H + H 2+ ( v ')

Charge transfer
Dissoc
Double ion

H + H 2+ ( v ) → p + H 2 ( v ')
H + H 2+ ( v ) → p + H + H

Exc. elec. vib.

Numerous other processes with molecules

Creation of H3+
H 2+ (v ') + H 2 (v) → H 3+ (v ") + H

H 3+ Series of interesting reactions:
DE, DR, branching ratios with electrons
D, DCT with H

• “Interplay” of transport and inelastic processes
• Rotational analysis is missing
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• Isotopic constitution: D2,T2, HD, HT and DT, sensitive on vib. energy levels

“Battle field” of hydrogen molecule:
Two-electronic, strongly coupled potential-surfaces of H3+
P. Krstic, ORNL, US, talk @ IAEA, DCN, 2013

Proton impact of molecule
Also large σ

Processes with molecular ion
H + H 2+ ( v ) → H + H 2+ ( v ')

Charge transfer
Dissoc
Double ion

H + H 2+ ( v ) → p + H 2 ( v ')
H + H 2+ ( v ) → p + H + H

Exc. elec. vib.

Numerous other processes with molecules

Creation of H3+
H 2+ (v ') + H 2 (v) → H 3+ (v ") + H

H 3+ Series of interesting reactions:
DE, DR, branching ratios with electrons
D, DCT with H

• “Interplay” of transport and inelastic processes
• Rotational analysis is missing
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• Isotopic constitution: D2,T2, HD, HT and DT, sensitive on vib. energy levels

Examples, Sec 5:
Possible role of p impact on H2(v) distribution???
Build v-v’ transition rate matrix for H2(X), for e and p collisions on H2  HYDKIN
 slowest timescale (smallest eigenvalue): relaxation of Tvib to Te or Ti

Electron collisions on H2(v)
???

p collisions on H2(v)
(very poor databasis)

Taking the ORNL p+H2 vibr. excit. data (up to v=3),  indicates:
v-distribution of H2(v) is established by electron, not by proton impact,
despite the larger cross sections of the latter.
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Examples
Sec. 9 Possible role of H3+ ???

Production of H3+ by
H2 + H2+  H3+ + H collisions

Destruction of H3+ by
dissociative recombination
e + H3+  …. collisions

Taking known rates  ne/nH2 must be small for significant fractions of nH3+
(Note: nH2+ = nH2 (ne,Te), typically very small ratio too.)
30

What is the positive charge carrier in a hydrogen plasma ?
ne =nH+ + nH2+ + nH3+

nH2 = 1E12 cm-3
TH2+ = 0.5 eV
Fraction nH3+/ne

Simple 0D estimate

H3+ can only exist when ne/nH2 is very small
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What is the positive charge carrier in a hydrogen plasma ?
ne =nH+ + nH2+ + nH3+

nH2 = 1E12 cm-3
TH2 = 0.5 eV

Ratio nH+ /ne
Significant nH3+
fraction requires:
1. High nH2/ne
2. Low ne
3. High Te, Ti

not in fusion plasmas,
typically also not in
linear PMI plasma devices
(exceptions exist…)
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Linear devices: key pre-requiste: must get H2 pressure distribution right
 very detailed simulation configurations, pump specifications

1985: ALT-II Pumplimiter ~ 100 „surfaces“

2012: JULE PSI≈ 800.000 tetrahedrons

2011: Optimization of

Monte Carlo by
approaches from image processing

Assessment of gas flow : Gas Pressure
(Pa) from target recycling

2013:

Target
recycling

PSI-2, necessary step before modelling:
plasma off:
Gas pressure – Gas inlet –
 pumping speed
(each pump individually)
Then:
Experiment vs. pure gas simulation,
Linear Monte Carlo: match within 15%
Non-lin. Monte Carlo: match within 5%
plasma on: does (almost) not modify
gas pressure.
changes in gas pressure strongly
affect PSI-2 plasma
(nominal pumping speed of PSI-2 pumps
quite too high, compared to actual values
P_H2, EIRENE, [Pa]
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specialized A&M models H H2 H3…
Specialized “linear device” codes for plasmas with rich hydrogen chemistry:
D. Tskhakaya, TU Wien, Austria, “BIT1” (PIC + MC)
K. Sawada et al, Shinshu Univ., Nagano, JP (0D-CR+3D MC neutrals)
A. Pigarov et al, USCD, US “CRAMD” (0D-CR)
D. Wünderlich et al, IPP Garching, G, “YACORA” (0D-CR)
F. Guzmann et al. ADAS
and many more……
But:

TRANSFORMATION of results to fusion devices ?

 Try to apply fusion edge/divertor codes directly: Assess “similarity” of linear
divertor simulators to “real” tokamak divertors, by applying same simulation
code to both.
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The PSI-2 device
(initially: operated by IPP in Berlin  FZ Jülich, since 2012)

 Six coils create a magnetic field B < 0.1 T.
 Plasma column of approx. 2.5 m length and 5 cm radius
 Densities and temperatures:
1017 m-3 < n < 1020 m-3, Te < 30 eV
 MFP of electrons indicate that fluid approximation is likely to
be marginally valid (test bed for parallel electron kinetics)
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B2-EIRENE for PSI-2, low power, partially
recombining plasma (2500 W, 0.03Pa)

Te, radial-axial
Colours:
Electron
0 – 15 eV

input
parameters:
H.Kastelewicz et al.
CPP (2004)

Temperatur New runs:
New pumping
configuration,
Gas inlet,
70sccm
Low arc power
(2500 W)
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B2-EIRENE , PSI-2, electron density

Plasma (electron)
density
Log scale inPlasma
colours
density,
Log scale

Probe
5e18
m-3

Spectrometer

Log scale, 1017 to 1019 m-3
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B2-EIRENE, PSI-2, H2+ density

Color code:

H2+ molecular
ion density

Log (Density cm-3)

Colour Scale:
X 10

Color code
reduced by
factor 10 as
compared to
ne profile.

H3+ and H- still
“not visible”
even then
(black picture)

H2+ is the key player in hydrogen plasma chemistry: MAR, H3+ formation,…
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Competition: H2 + H2+  H3+ + H (PR)
e + H2+  H + H* or  H + H+ (DR)

For H3+ concentration: R= ne/nH2 ratio matters.
R needs to be very low (<10-3), like in interstellar clouds,
or in some PISCES-A conditions (Hollmann, Pigarov, POP 9, (2002))
ratio of minority ion densities to electron density
1.E-01

Ratio D2+/D+: 1e-2

1.E-02

1.E-03

Ratio D3+/D+: 1e-3

D2+/D+
D3+/D+
D-/D+

1.E-04

1.E-05

1.E-06

Ratio D-/D+: 1e-5
1.E-07
0

50

100

150
no. of timesteps

200

250

300

B2-EIRENE iteration cycles

B2-EIRENE @ PSI-2: D3+, D2+ and D- stay minority
(confirmed even under 10 times lower plasma densities than here,
as seen from code density scans (but D- and D3+ physics in EIRENE
is quite “reduced” only compared to specialized A&M codes).
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H+

MAst

MAST

H2+, H3+
H‾

H*

H

Inter
stellar
clouds

H2

PISCES-A

Role of H2+, H3+ in PISCES-A, by mass spectroscopy:
E. Hollmann, A. Pigarov, PoP 9, (2002)

 Linear devices provide many advantages for very
detailed, high resolution, spectroscopy (H, D, T)
(good access, exposure time,…)
 Easy interpretability is not one of them.
Bring on Thomson scattering at PSI-2
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Thank you
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The generic EIRENE equation:
WCU equation (Wang Chang-Uhlenbeck)
From online manual, sect. 1.1

The “physics” of an EIRENE run is buried in multidim. function B
Simplest case: elastic collisions: hidden in B is: Potential, cross section, rate coef….

ITER, D-He C, non-linear neutral, no radiation transport (Details: Kotov 2007 report)
Starts with a list of
“reactions”,
collected from
various databases
linked to EIRENE
All raw (unprocessed)
data from
databases are publicly
exposed:
www.hydkin.de

Simple Krook
Collision rates for
Neutral-Neutral
Collisions.

List of (chemical) elements
(atoms, molecules ions)
And
a mapping between
These elements and the
Included set of reactions

• Replace 4&5 by a (small) library of well documented A&M physics modules.
(warning: hidden links with other input blocks….)
• Verify the validity of dataset over relevant range via HYDKIN tool online.
• Option 2: numerical and graphical diagnostic of rate coefficients (additional
input tally (block 14)

